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Quote:

CapFan wrote:

Hello folks!  I would like to welcome all of you to the Heromorph: Origins Fan Fiction Contest.  So,
time to dust off those writing skills and show us what you've got!  We want to see you come up with
an origin story for an original character.  The winner of the contest will get to pick from a list of some
of the talented artists here at Heromorph to draw/manip/render their new superhero as the prize.  So
for those of you who've had a character idea for all these years, now is the time to share them and
get an awesome picture of them to boot!

The rules for the contest are as follows:

1) The character must be an original character created by YOU.  No rehashing or reimagining of
current superheros.  

2) A good physical description of your character and their power(s) will be necessary if you want an
accurate image done of your character.  The character can be a hero or a villain.

3) The story must be able to fit in the Regular Fan Fiction section so keep it to a solid "R" rating.

4) All submittions to the the contest must be in by April 15th.

5) Each submittion must have "Heromorph: Origins Contest" in the title in order to be considered.
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6) You must be a regular Heromorph member in order to participate. Sign up for free today.
Membership brings its own rewards as it give you access to more galleries where you can see even
more amazing art posted here so sign up!

A panel of judges will select a winner from all the submittions after that and the winner will be
announced here.

Judges will be grading each story for originality and character development so exercise those
creative juices.

If by chance that we do have an image of said character to go along with the story could we submit
that to the artist of our choice for the manip or do they have to only go by how good our description is
should we win?
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